V2 Changes




"Item No"
"Subject"
"Description"
"Comment"
Owner
Latest Situation
v2 Changes -  References
"6"
"NZ Performance Measurement"
"Post contribution from NZ Treasury on a tool for Performance Measurement"

The people at NZ Treasury have moved on, and the tool never fully deployed.
Colin Wallis
Checking to see if the Service Transformation prog has one 

"12"
"TGF v2 - Core Vocabulary and Reference Model"

"Produce additional material for inclusion in TGF v2."

John Borras
TC Agreed Vocab wording now included.
Agreed vocab now part of Core Terminology pattern. 
"13"
"TGF v2 - CAMSS Patterns"
"To prepare a new set of patterns based on the EU's CAMSS methodology for inclusion in TGF v2."
Agreed at TC meeting on 16th May that the CAMSS documentation would be used as the basis for the new patterns but enhanced to make them more globally focussed. A European profile of these new patterns would also be produced that would equate much closer to the CAMSS work.

Peter Brown
PB meeting EC officials w/b 24 June to discuss his proposals.

"14"
"TGF v2 - UK Smart Cities Strategy"
"To prepare updates arising from the UK Smart Cities Strategy work for inclusion in TGF v2."

The nature of these updates is not yet clear but it is important to keep the TGF and this new work aligned.
Chris Parker
BSI document being prepared.  CP will identify appropriate changes arising from it for inclusion in TGF v2.
New material shown as tracked changes in initial draft of v2. 
"15"
"TGF v2 - Social Crowdfunding"
"Prepare amendments to Core Pattern 10 Stakeholder Empowerment and the various paragraphs on the Citizen Empowerment Framework in the TGF Primer to reflect the Social Crowdfunding initiative."
Social Crowdfunding (SCF) offers a business model that can act as a catalyst for the wholesale whole-of-government transformation that the TGF calls for, with impact in key areas of:
-- Citizen Empowerment: SCF is intended to support and enable citizen-initiated ideas for change within their community.
-- Collaborative Channel Transformation: SCF is achieved through a non-profit function called 'Fiscal Sponsorship', and that is then finalized through co-operation across multiple government agencies, invoking the Collaborative Stakeholder Governance Model and offering a new Delivery Model.
-- Guiding Principles and Benefits Realization: To date governments are still failing to achieve any impact on intractable social issues like poverty and exclusion of those at these levels, due to a lack of suitable Policy Products.
SCF offers a Policy Product that can be aligned to key citizen pathways such as 'Back to Work' programs, where meaningful results are still struggling to appear and where there is inadequate support for the citizen-driven social entrepreneurism. SCF could marshall collaborative business and personal financing via new online Crowdsourcing models to define achievable benefits that could be realized and measured in these areas.

Neil McEvoy
Draft additional content prepared.
New wording in Stakeholder Empowerment pattern.
"18"
"TGF v2 - TGF Lite version"
"Produce a lite version of the TGF to assist take-up."
I know we discussed this at the time that NZ was wobbling and Chris has some views about this - both how it could be done but as I recall a less than ideal approach.

Colin Wallis
Need for easier to read summary/overview to be kept in mind when drafting TGF v2.  Producing a lite version that omits parts of the TGF is not good practice.
New Overview included in v2.
"19"
"TGF v2 - Project management template"
"Create a project management template for inclusion in TGF v2 to assist implementation."
This may start to stray into Companies IPR and it feels like a drip feed of IPR. But I do want to raise it because I recall the NZ guys saying it was not easy to implement 'lightly'/subtlety (remembering they did not get senior buy in so were looking at ways of sliding pieces of it in under the radar from below. We have to face the reality (as far as I know) that adoption is lower than we hoped by this point in time even in these hard times so something is missing in the mix."

Colin Wallis
To be covered by additional wording from Smart Cities Framework under Transformation Roadmap, but consider possibility of taking that new material down to a lower level of detail if possible.
Additional wording included in Transformation Roadmap pattern.
"20"
"TGF v2 - Economic Benefits"
"Include more language for inclusion in TGF v2 that points to the economic benefits of citizen/private stakeholder engagement."

Comment made by Jeff  Boyczuk of Canadian Government in regard to the EM Profile but the point is equally applicable to the whole of the TGF so look to add to the Primer and Core Patterns.
Colin Wallis
Draft additional content prepared.
New wording in Appendix D under Cross-government Efficiency but this Appendix may be deleted.
"21"
"TGF v2 - BCM and CAM additions"
"Regarding strengthening the public Frontline services (interaction of service management and deviation in environment and body sensors) we should may be introduce for OASIS TGF v2 and its BMF (Business Management Framework) the OASIS CAM and OASIS BCM work ?"

Comment made by John Borras - Personally I think CAM is too far down in the technical weeds for the TGF but maybe the BCM has a place in the semantic layer of the TGF rather than the BMF layer.  It needs a closer examination and more thought.
Hans Aanesen
New eHealth CND prepared.  To be reviewed in the light of other changes to TGF before decision made on whether to proceed as CN or CS.

"23"
"TGF v2 - Benefits Realisation"
"Expand guidance on and conformance with Benefits Realisation for inclusion in TGF v2. Include in this update a note about publishing performance data."
See JB email to TC list entitled UK Government Transactional Services dated 22 Feb 2013 and seq for background on publishing performance data. 
See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benefits_realisation_management and a book entitled""The Information Paradox"" by John Thorp published by McGraw Hill in 2003.  ISBN 0-07-092698-0.  It has a methodology for identifying and managing the realization of benefits."
Mark Woodward
Draft prepared and included in CPL v2.
Existing pattern extended and new sub-patterns prepared.
"24"
"TGF v2 - Conformance Clauses"
"Review existing Conformance Clauses and prepare enhancements where necessary for inclusion in TGF v2."

 
John Borras
Draft of possible amendments prepared.  To be reviewed following outcome of action #26
New wording in Stakeholder Collaboration pattern.
New wording in Identity and Privacy Management pattern.
Cross references to Stakeholder Empowerment pattern throughout.
Matrix cell changes – Identity and Privacy  Management Strategy, Federated Trust Model, and Single Sign-On Architecture.
“25”
“TGF v2 – Business Continuity”
“Consider adding more guidance on the need for Business Continuity through a TGF programme and beyond.”
Agreed at TC meeting on 20 June to add material at specific places in the TGF rather than a whole new section.
Mark Woodward
Draft addition to Primer prepared.
New Policy Product Matrix entry prepared.
New wording in Critical Success Factors pattern.
New Matrix Cell – Business Continuity Plan
“26”
“TGF v2 – Restructure TGF documents”
“Consider merging the Core Patterns and Primer documents to overcome some criticisms of reading and cross-referencing 2 documents.”
Agreed at TC meeting 20 June that this would be a good step to take but final decision would follow after some of the detail had been explored further.
Chris Parker
To be reviewed in the light of the BSI Smart Cities document.
Primer and CPL merged into new v2.



Other Changes
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"7"
"French Translation"
"Finalize the French translations and send them to JB for publishing."

 
Peter Brown
Completed and loaded onto TC website.
"8"
"Dutch Translation"
"Finalize the Dutch translation and send it to JB for publishing."

 
Gershon Janssen

"11"
"OECD Collaboration"
"Discuss future collaboration with OECD eGovernment Unit."

 
John Borras
JB waiting on reply from OECD
"17"
"A pull market for TGF"
"Decide how best to create a pull market for the TGF."
The first step might be to figure out a strategy and approach to engage the following organizations where they likely generate the Pull if TGF is presented as a holistic system approach that supports what they do already: 
World economic forum http://www.weforum.org/
World social forum http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Social_Forum
United nation/Rio 20 http://rio20.net/en/process
Future Gov Asia: http://www.futuregov.asia/

Jenny Huang
TC to nominate liaisons for each of these groups.


